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bstract

urpose: The aim of the study was to compare the influence of different reconstruction algorithms on quantitative emphysema analysis in patients
ith severe emphysema.
aterial and methods: Twenty-five patients suffering from severe emphysema were included in the study. All patients underwent inspiratory
DCT (Aquilion-16, slice thickness 1/0.8 mm). The raw data were reconstructed using six different algorithms: bone kernel with beam hardening

orrection (BHC), soft tissue kernel with BHC; standard soft tissue kernel, smooth soft tissue kernel (internal reference standard), standard lung
ernel, and high-convolution kernel. The only difference between image data sets was the algorithm employed to reconstruct the raw data, no
dditional radiation was required. CT data were analysed using self-written emphysema detection and quantification software providing lung
olume, emphysema volume (EV), emphysema index (EI) and mean lung density (MLD).
esults: The use of kernels with BHC led to a significant decrease in MLD (5%) and EI (61–79%) in comparison with kernels without BHC. The
bsolute difference (from smooth soft tissue kernel) in MLD ranged from −0.6 to −6.1 HU and were significant different for all kernels. The EV
howed absolute differences between −0.05 and −0.4 L and was significantly different for all kernels. The EI showed absolute differences between

0.8 and −5.1 and was significantly different for all kernels.
onclusion: The use of kernels with BHC led to a significant decrease in MLD and EI. The absolute differences between different kernels without
HC were small but they were larger than the known interscan variation in patients. Thus, for follow-up examinations the same reconstruction
lgorithm has to be used and use of BHC has to be avoided.

2007 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction
High resolution CT (HRCT) is an established and well
ccepted method for non-invasive characterisation of emphy-
ema [1]. State-of-the-art multi-detector CT imaging (MDCT)
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llows acquisition of the whole lung in thin sections of 1 mm.
hese high resolution 3D datasets (HR-MDCT) are mandatory

o distinguish parenchymal alterations exhibited in emphysema
nd to assess regional variations [2]. HR-MDCT can character-
ze anatomic details of the lung as small as 200–300 �m, which
orrespond to approximately the seventh to ninth generations of
irways and lung segments [2].
Low attenuation areas on CT represent macroscopic and
icroscopic emphysematous changes of the lung [3]. Objec-

ive quantification of emphysema can be obtained by measuring
he relative lung area occupied by pixels with attenuation
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oefficients below a predetermined threshold [4–6]. Quanti-
ative evaluation of emphysema will be a key feature for
erial follow-up examinations of patients with chronic obstruc-
ive pulmonary disease (COPD). Especially, as new treatment
ptions for emphysema become available (e.g. phosphodi-
sterases inibitors) [7,8].

The 3D nature of HR-MDCT datasets allow excellent quanti-
ative evaluation of whole lung in emphysema which is important
s emphysema has a heterogeneous distribution [9]. Established
arameters in quantitative CT data are mean lung density (MLD)
nd emphysema index (EI) [4,10]. Quantitative analysis has been
ransferred to 3D HR-MDCT [11]. In 3D, it is also possible to
alculate lung volumes (LV) and emphysema volumes (EV).

Besides patient size and lung volume, technical parameters,
uch as slice thickness, kV, and mA s can affect comparabil-
ty of quantitative information [12,13]. When CT scan data are
econstructed with different algorithms, the mean Hounsfield
nit (HU) value of a region is expected to stay the same,
ut the distribution of attenuation values and thus measures
erived from this distribution might change. A recently pub-
ished study demonstrated that the selection of the reconstruction
lgorithm, especially overenhancing algorithms, may strongly
ffect density mask results from CT lung images in patients
ith emphysema [13]. However, this was only demonstrated on
0 mm thick slices which must not be used for the quantification
f emphysema [14,15].

Large HU differences as seen at air or soft tissue to bone
nterfaces lead to beam hardening artefacts. This can be the case
n the paravertebral regions. Dedicated reconstruction kernels
ere developed to reduce those artefacts (beam hardening cor-

ection, BHC) [16]. However, the effect of BHC on quantitative
valuation was not yet demonstrated.

Thus, the aim of our study was to reconstruct 3D HR-
DCT datasets of a phantom and patients with emphysema with

ifferent reconstruction algorithms. The effect on quantitative
valuation of emphysema was done using an advanced dedicated
emiautomatic analysis tool. To demonstrate clinical impact of
he results they were correlated with pulmonary function test
PFT).

. Materials and methods

.1. Computed tomography

CT was performed using a 16-row-MDCT (Aquilion-16,
oshiba, Japan). The CT parameters for all acquisitions were:
ollimation 1 mm, 120 kV, 150 mA s, gantry rotation time 0.5 s
nd pitch 1.5, large scan field. All images were reconstructed
ith a slice thickness 1 mm and reconstruction interval of
.8 mm.

The raw image data were reconstructed at the scanner with
ix different reconstruction algorithms (Toshiba code): two ker-
els with beam hardening correction (BHC)—bone kernel (FC

3) and soft tissue kernel (FC 69); four kernels without beam
ardening—standard soft tissue kernel (FC 10), smooth soft
issue kernel (FC 12), standard lung kernel (FC 51), and high-
onvolution kernel (FC 85). It is important to emphasize that
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he only difference between image data sets was the algorithm
mployed to reconstruct the raw data, and thus no addi-
ional radiation was required to produce these additional data
ets.

.2. Phantom

We scanned a large field water phantom with the same tech-
ical parameters and reconstructed the data using six different
ernels. At identical image positions five slices were evaluated
or each kernel using a ROI analysis (d = 400 mm, i.e. whole
eld of view), resulting in mean, median, maximum (max) and
inimum (min) values and standard deviation (S.D.).

.3. Patients

Twenty-five consecutive patients (7 females and 18 males;
ean age 60 ± 8 years, range 41–74) were included in this study.
ll patients were suffering from severe emphysema (on CT scans

evere emphysema was present).
The study was approved by the local ethics committee. All

ubjects were informed prior to the investigation. The CT exam-
nation was performed as part of routine standard work-up of
he patients for tentative surgical [17] or endobronchial treat-

ent [18,19]. Inclusion criteria for the tentative treatment were
moking history, severe changes in lung function tests indica-
ive for obstructive disease and exclusion of �1-antitrypsin
eficiency.

CT was done during inspiratory breath-hold in supine posi-
ion. The breath-hold period was 10–13 s depending on the
ndividual lung size. For thoracic coverage, 311–509 (mean
22 ± 37) images were reconstructed. No intravenous contrast
edium was administered.

.3.1. Pulmonary function test
All patients had PFT performed on a bodyplethysmograph

MasterScreen® Body, Jaeger, Germany) according to the guide-
ines of the European Respiratory Society [20]. The following
olume measurements were chosen for correlation: total lung
apacity (TLC), intrathoracic gas volume (ITGV) and resid-
al volume (RV). Furthermore, the transfer factor for carbon
onoxide% predicted (TLCO% predicted) was determined.

.3.2. Image analysis
All patient images were transferred via routine PACS to

PC (Intel Pentium 4, 2.7 GHz, 768 MB RAM, Windows
P Prof.), where a self-written software (YACTA®, Mainz,
ermany) was used for evaluation. As the principle of the

oftware was described in detail in other studies, here only a
ondensed description is included, focusing on the most impor-
ant points [21–23]. The software combines different techniques
or semi-automatic segmentation of the lungs like region grow-
ng, threshold- and expert-based methods, and morphological

nalysis. A denoising filter was applied to all images recon-
tructed using lung kernel because of too much noise for the
oftware evaluation. All other algorithms were evaluated without
denoising filter. Important morphological thoracic landmarks,
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Fig. 1. Results for the phantom measurements showing the standard deviation
(S.D.), minimal, and maximal values (A) and mean and median values (B) for all
kernels. The evaluation was performed without use of any denoising filter. FC
51 and FC 85 present the highest minimum and maximum values and the highest
standard deviation. All kernels showed mean and median values for water in the
normal range.
30 J. Ley-Zaporozhan et al. / European

.e. trachea, right, and left lung, were automatically detected. The
rachea and the bronchi up to the eighth generation were auto-
atically segmented and excluded from emphysema evaluation

s they contain “dead respiratory space”.
On the basis of the pulmonary landmarks, the lung is detected

y a region growing with a N6 neighbourhood system and
n upper threshold of −500 HU. All voxels marked as lung
arenchyma were analysed. Voxels below -950 HU were seg-
ented as emphysema [14,15,24]. This was followed by a

orrection factor which included all voxels from −950 to
910 HU if they were completely surrounded by emphysema

oxels.
From this analysis, we received the total lung volume (LV),

mphysema volume (EV), emphysema index (EI), and mean
ung density (MLD) for the whole lung.

The software was applied to all CT-datasets. The results
ere correlated to the parameters of PFT as described above.
ata analysis was done using Microsoft Excel 2003 SP 2. For

orrelation between different results linear regression analysis
as comprised. Origin® (Version 6.1G, OriginLab Corporation,
SA) was used for the box-plot diagrams.
Testing for interkernel differences the Wilcoxon-Signed-

ank test was used (SPSS for Windows, Version 12). A
-value < 0.05 was assumed to be significant different.

. Results

.1. Phantom

The results for the water phantom are given in Fig. 1. The FC
1 and FC 85 kernels showed a broad spectrum of HU values
huge difference of min and max) and with a high S.D. All
ernels showed mean and median values for water in the normal
ange.

As FC 12 showed the lowest standard variation (52 HU) and
in/max values (−239/233 HU), the quantitative results of this

ernel were used as internal reference standard. Results of all
ther kernel were tested for difference to FC 12.

The mean HU of FC 03 and FC 69 showed significant differ-
nces compared to FC 12 (p = 0.03 and 0.04, respectively). The
ther kernels showed no significant differences (FC 10: p = 0.4;
C 51: p = 1; FC 85: p = 0.3).

.2. Kernels with BHC (FC 03 and FC 69)

Applying the same kernels to the first five emphysema
atients the results for the EV showed a broad range of 0.9 L
or FC 03, 1.8 L for FC 69, and 5.1–5.2 L for the other kernels
Fig. 2; Table 1).

The same was found for the EI, where the difference between
C 12 and FC 03 was 47% and FC 69 was 37%. Only small
ifferences were found for FC 10 (−1%), FC 51 (0%), and FC
5 (−5%). However, FC 03, FC 69, FC 10, and FC 85 were

ignificantly different (p = 0.04) compared to FC 12. Only FC
1 (with gauss filter applied) showed no difference (p = 0.9).

Based on these evaluations the kernel FC 03 and FC 69 were
xcluded from further analysis.

Fig. 2. Results for the emphysema volumes in five patients for all kernels. There
were large differences between those kernels with beam hardening correction
(BHC) (FC 03 and FC 69) to those without BHC (FC 10, 12, 51, and 85).
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Fig. 3. Axial CT images of the same patients reconstructing using (A) smooth soft tissue kernel (FC 12) and (B) soft tissue kernel with BHC (FC 69). The emphysema
voxels are coloured in green. The detected emphysema volume was 5.6 L for FC 12 and 2 L for FC 69.

Table 1
These tables summarize the quantitative results (mean) of all parameters evalu-
ated in five patients using all kernels

Kernels Lung
volume (L)

Emphysema
volume (L)

Emphysema
index (%)

MLD
(HU)

FC 03 8.2 0.9 12.7 −853.8
FC 69 8.3 1.8 23.2 −855.2
FC 10 8.4 5.2 61.1 −902.4
FC 12 8.4 5.1 59.8 −903.4
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Fig. 4. Box-plot diagrams of the emphysema volume quantified in CT using
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C 51 8.4 5.1 59.9 −897
C 85 8.4 5.5 65.1 −902.8

Fig. 3 presents the difference in detection of EV dependent
n the kernel.

.3. Kernels without BHC

The remaining four kernels were analysed for LV, MLD, EV,
nd EI in all 25 patients. The detailed results are presented in
Table 2). No significant difference was found for the LV for
ernels FC 10 and FC 51 (p > 0.2) and a significant difference
or FC 85 (p = 0.002). The absolute difference in MLD (from FC
2) ranged from −0.6 to −6.1 HU and were significant different
or all kernels. The EV showed absolute differences between
0.05 and −0.4 L and was significantly different for all kernels
Fig. 4).
The EI was significantly different for all kernels (compared to

C 12) with p < 0.001 (FC 10 and FC 85) and p = 0.01 (FC 51)
Table 3). However, the absolute differences for EI were only

w
r

able 2
his table summarizes the CT results for 25 patients in for quantitative parameters

ernels Lung volume (L) Emphysema volume (L)

C 10 7.28 ± 1.32 (0.7) 4.13 ± 1.49 (0.001)
C 12 7.28 ± 1.32 (–) 4.04 ± 1.5 (–)
C 51 7.27 ± 1.31 (0.2) 4.09 ± 1.5 (0.01)
C 85 7.27 ± 1.32 (0.002) 4.45 ± 1.46 (0.001)

ata are given as mean ± standard deviation (p-value tested against FC 12).
ifferent kernels: 25–75% range ( ), 5–95% range ( ), mean ( ), median
), minimum and maximum ( ).

1.4 ± 0.5% (FC 10), −0.8 ± 1.4% (FC 51), and −5.1 ± 2.0%
FC 85).

.4. Correlation with PFT
TLC derived form PFT revealed a strong linear correlation
ith LV (all kernels, R = 0.86). The EV showed a strong cor-

elation with ITGV (R = 0.83–0.85) and RV (R = 0.81–0.82)

Emphysema index (%) MLD (HU)

55.4 ± 12.6 (0.001) −895.2 ± 22.6 (<0.001)
54 ± 12.9 (–) −896.1 ± 22.6 (–)

54.8 ± 13.1 (0.01) −890 ± 22.7 (<0.001)
59.9 ± 11.5 (0.001) −895.5 ± 22.7 (0.001)
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Table 3
This table gives the detailed description of the emphysema index for all 25
patients with the minimum and maximum of the EI

Kernels Emphysema index (%) p-Value

Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

FC 10 55.4 12.6 17.2 77.1 <0.001
FC 12 54.0 12.9 15.3 76.6 –
FC 51 54.8 13.1 14.4 77.2 0.01
FC 85 59.9 11.5 23.4 78.6 <0.001

Fig. 5. Linear correlation between the emphysema volume (EV) and intra tho-
racic gas volume (ITGV) (A) and residual volume (RV) (B) as determined by
pulmonary function test (PFT). The correlation coefficients for different recon-
s
P

(
f
(

4

k
f

Table 4
This table shows the linear correlation coefficients between the CT evaluation
for different kernels and pulmonary function tests

Kernels Linear correlation (R)

LV vs. TLC EV vs. ITGV EV vs. RV EI vs. TLCO (%)
predicted

FC 10 0.86 0.84 0.81 0.53
FC 12 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.54
FC 51 0.86 0.83 0.81 0.55
FC 85 0.86 0.85 0.82 0.52
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truction kernels revealed strong linear correlations between CT parameters and
FT results.

Fig. 5). Moderate linear correlations (R = 0.52–0.55) were
ound between the EI and TLCO% predicted for all kernels
Table 4).

. Discussion
In this study, the influence of different image reconstruction
ernels on quantitative and volumetric image evaluation was per-
ormed for thoracic applications. Phantom measurements and

i
p
a
e

ung volume (LV); emphysema volume (EV); emphysema index (EI); total lung
apacity (TLC); intrathoracic gas volume (ITGV); residual volume (RV); carbon
onoxide transfer factor (TLCO).

atients with emphysema were investigated. EI, as a sensitive
arameter for noise, showed no significant difference for all ker-
els without BHC. However, kernel FC 51 required a gaussian
enoising filter. The use of BHC led to a significant decrease in
LD (5%) and EI (61–79%).
Beam collimation, X-ray tube voltage and tube current as

ell as the detector design determine the intrinsic resolution
nd quantum noise of a CT data set. These parameters cannot be
hanged retrospectively. Based on the intrinsic resolution and
uantum noise of the data, image sharpness and pixel noise are
odified in the image reconstruction process, mainly by the

hoice of different convolution kernels [25]. With the advent
f MDCT, thorax examinations are routinely performed with
hin-collimation (1 mm). These datasets are used as input for
olumetric visualization, evaluation, and quantification of whole
ung volume, emphysema volume, and emphysema index. This
s of particular clinical importance as these quantitative param-
ters should be used in follow-up controls.

For visual analysis of chest CT images a high frequency
econstruction kernel (FC 51) is used. The high level of image
oise is acceptable to the human eye as the evaluation benefits
rom the sharp contours of the septa [26].

Beam hardening correction was initially developed for imag-
ng of the temporal bone and skull base. The efficacy of removing
rtefacts due to beam hardening in CT of the brain was demon-
trated on a realistic, mathematically described phantom [16,27].
T images of the chest sometimes show beam hardening arte-

acts in the posterior parts adjacent to the vertebral bodies. Thus,
HC intended to improve image quality in the paravertebral

egion. In a phantom, the modulation transfer function (MTF)
urves for the BHC kernels showed no difference to the non-
HC kernels (Fig. 6) [28]. This was confirmed in our phantom
easurements, where datasets reconstructed with BHC (FC 03

nd FC 69) showed no significant difference to the kernels with-
ut BHC.

As the amount of beam hardening is determined dynamically
ased on the individual raw data, we assumed that BHC would
ot affect the whole lung parenchyma and the error introduced
s kept to a minimum. However, the quantitative measurements

n the lung parenchyma demonstrated a significant change of all
arameters using BHC. Therefore, the use of any dynamically
dapted changes of CT values should be avoided for quantitative
valuation of the lung parenchyma.
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Fig. 6. Modulation transfer function (MTF) for the different kernels used in this
study. As FC 51 shows a markely higher MTF quantitative analysis of images
was only possible after an application of a denoising filter. This filter was not
necessary for FC 85. In the chart there is no difference visible for kernels using
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[

eam hardening correction (BHC) like FC 03 and FC 69 and those without BHC
like FC 12 and FC 10).

For automatic segmentation of MDCT datasets, smooth ker-
els showed better results compared to high-resolution kernels
s the image noise is substantially lower [22]. However, the effect
f different reconstruction algorithms on quantitative evaluation
f lung parenchyma and pathology in 3D was not shown yet.
ome investigations were performed using three single slices or
nly 10 mm thick slices throughout the lung which do not allow
or investigation of the fine structure of the lung parenchyma
13,29]. These image acquisition techniques are not sufficient
s only thin slices (1.5 mm) showed a high correlation with
athologic specimens [30].

EI, for the most important parameter in emphysema, all
ernels showed significant differences. However, the absolute
ifferences were small 0.8–5.1%. As there is only a small varia-
ion of the emphysematous regions (range of 1 ± 3%) in patients
etween two follow-up examinations, even small differences
ntroduced by the reconstruction algorithm may lead to false
ositive or negative reports [31]. This underlines the necessity to
se the same reconstruction algorithm for quantitative follow-up
xaminations.

Comparison with PFT indicates that a 3D-HRCT approach
s superior to the old-fashioned single slice approach. While
e found strong linear correlations between LV and EV with
LC, ITGV, and RV (0.81–0.86), in studies using a single slice
pproach correlation coefficients of 0.54 were found [7]. This
ay be explained mainly due to the inhomogeneous nature of

mphysema. Assessing only some parts of the lung will not
eflect the broad range of parenchymal changes. This is also
een in our patient population with the lowest EI of 15% and the
ighest EI of 77% (for FC 12).

The use of different reconstruction algorithms has merely any

ffect on the correlation with PFT.

As limitation it has to be mentioned that this study did
ot include comparison between different CT scanner vendors,
hich would have been of high interest. However, up to now it

[

[

al of Radiology 65 (2008) 228–234 233

s not possible to perform reconstructions of “foreign” raw-data
n different CT scanners.

. Conclusion

A significant impact of the reconstruction algorithm on quan-
itative CT evaluation was found. Except for kernels with BHC,
he absolute differences between different kernels were small,
ut they were larger than the known interscan variation in
atients. Although significant differences were present for the
uantitative parameters, no difference was found for the corre-
ation with the functional parameters derived from PFT.

Therefore, for follow-up examinations it is essential to use
he same reconstruction kernel to allow comparison between the
atasets. It is of minor importance what specific kernel is chosen,
s the correlation with PFT showed no difference.
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